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ABSTRACT This qualitative case study examined Turkish middle school teachers’ subject matter knowledge in
terms of alternative solution methods that they propose to calculate the volume of prisms. The data was collected
from four middle school teachers through the questionnaire, semi-structured interviews, and classroom observations.
The results from the questionnaire revealed that the middle school teachers stated four alternative solution
methods; volume formula, systematic counting, layer counting and column/row iteration. However, analyses of
classroom observations showed that they only used the volume formula to calculate the volume of prisms in their
lessons. Furthermore, it could be concluded that the variety of alternative solution methods changed with respect
to the way that the researchers asked the questions even if all the questions were related to calculating the volume
of prisms. More specifically, if the question was a little complicated and the teachers were not familiar with it, then
the teachers focused on using the volume formula.
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INTRODUCTION

Teacher knowledge is one of the key compo-
nents for effective teaching that affect student
achievement (Kleickmann et al. 2013; Ball et al.
2008). Primarily, Shulman (1986) expressed the
complexities of the major categories of teachers’
knowledge: subject matter knowledge (SMK),
pedagogical content knowledge (PCK) and cur-
ricular knowledge (CK). Among these catego-
ries, Shulman’s (1986) SMK involves knowing
the facts, truths and concepts, comprehending
the concepts and principles, explaining the rea-
sons for learning these concepts, and relating
the concepts within and without the discipline.
By virtue of the importance of SMK for effective
teaching, many researchers have focused on in-
vestigation of mathematics teachers’ SMK in
terms of several dimensions. Among the dimen-
sions of Shulman’s SMK, teachers’ knowledge
of generating alternative solution methods for
solving the questions was taken as the dimen-
sion to investigate middle school mathematics
teachers’ SMK in the current study. While gen-
erating alternative solution methods, teachers
will represent their mathematical ideas, provide

mathematical explanations and comprehend the
concepts and principles regarding any topic
(Shulman 1986).Teachers’ SMK alone was not
enough to make the subjects more comprehen-
sible for students (Maxedon 2003). It is neces-
sary to have deep geometry knowledge due to
the fact that geometry has crucial role in teach-
ing and learning in other subject areas of the
mathematics curriculum and other disciplines
(National Council of Teachers of Mathematics
[NCTM], 2000). Since geometry is connected
with mathematics (Jones 2002) and it has an out-
standing role in the interpretation and reflec-
tion on our physical environment, it helps stu-
dents to develop their critical thinking, spatial
visualization, reasoning, proof and problem solv-
ing skills (Jones 2002). Because of these aspects,
NCTM (2000) stated that geometry benefits to
both teachers and students in teaching and
learning mathematics and other disciplines.
However, The International Commission on
Mathematical Instruction [ICMI] (1995) stated
that the teaching of geometry is complex en-
deavor and there are many obstacles to teach-
ing of geometry. In accordance with the results
of several studies, one of the most important
obstacles is inadequate teachers’ knowledge on
teaching of geometry (Aslan-Tutak and Adams
2015; Esen and Cakiroglu 2012; Gomes 2011). In
contrast to importance of geometry for mathe-
matics teaching, many researchers did not fo-
cus on investigating teachers’ SMK on geome-
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try topics. As Maxedon (2003) stated, teachers’
knowledge of geometry has important role for
understanding teachers’ knowledge of mathe-
matics, such researches would also extend the
understanding of the teachers’ mathematics
knowledge.

Starting from this analysis, it was noticed
that there is a need for a research study, whose
aim is to present teachers’ knowledge on geom-
etry topics. In order to satisfy this need, the
current study aims to explore teachers’ knowl-
edge related to a specific topic in geometry.

Purpose of the Study

Among the topics of geometry, ICMI (1995)
reported that “three-dimensional geometry has
almost disappeared or has been confined to a
marginal role in the curricula in most countries”
(p.91). Similarly, teachers’ SMK on three-dimen-
sional geometry has not been investigated yet
in detail within the literature. When low stu-
dents’ performance on the three-dimensional
geometry (Tekin-Sitrava and Isiksal-Bostan
2014; Olkun 1999; Battista and Clements 1996;
Ben-Chaim et al. 1985) and the relationship be-
tween students’ learning and teachers’ knowl-
edge are taken into consideration, it is indispens-
able to investigate teachers’ SMK related to the
three-dimensional geometry. From this point of
view, the aim of this study is to investigate four
Turkish middle school mathematics teachers’
knowledge regarding the volume of prisms. As it
was stated, in the current study, teachers’ knowl-
edge is investigated from the point of different
dimension that is knowledge of generating alter-
native solution methods. By this way, it is hoped
to complete the missing part of the picture of
teachers’ knowledge literature.

Moreover, the significance of the current
study is also rooted in the data collected from a
real classroom context in Turkey. Due to the fact
that data was collected via classroom observa-
tion, the study provides concrete examples of
teachers’ knowledge in relation to a specific top-
ic, which was calculating the volume of prisms.
Besides, the present study investigates experi-
enced teachers’ knowledge. In the related litera-
ture, research studies have generally focused
on knowledge of pre-service teachers (Aslan-
Tutak and Adams 2015; Bozkurt and Koc 2012;
Contreras et al. 2011; Huang and Kulm 2012).
However, pre-service and novice teachers gen-

erally may not have a robust SMK. Therefore, it
is expected that valuable information will be
gained concerning how teachers use their SMK
for effective teaching.

Due to these reasons, this study aims to an-
swer the following question:

What are the alternative solution methods
that four experienced Turkish middle school
mathematics teachers propose to calculate the
volume of prisms?

METHODOLOGY

Design of the Study

In this research study, the aim was to gain an
in-depth understanding of the middle school
teachers’ SMK in terms of the knowledge of the
alternative solution methods that they propose
to calculate the volume of prisms. In order to
achieve the purpose of the study, qualitative
case study design was used in which Turkish
middle school teachers constitute the case of
the study. The current study was conducted in
a real context. Therefore, in this study, the mid-
dle school teachers’ SMK was analyzed within
the context of their school and the classroom in
which they teach. The teachers worked in differ-
ent public schools in Turkey which were close
to each other. There were 400 students in each
school and 20-25 students in each class, which
was observed. The students in all schools had 4
hour-mathematics lesson every week. More-
over, Turkish mathematics curriculum which was
renewed in 2004 was being implemented in each
school.   With the curriculum, the students adopt
the role of being active, researching, construct-
ing their knowledge, solving problems and shar-
ing their solutions with their classmates.  In terms
of teachers’ role, the curriculum highlights the
importance of creating classroom environment
where teaching the topics with applying differ-
ent instructional methods and activities, using
manipulative and technology, and giving stu-
dents opportunities to be more active (Ministry
of National Education [MoNE]  2006).

Participants

Data were collected from four Turkish mid-
dle school mathematics teachers who were called
as Mrs. Erkan, Mrs. Ocak, Mr. Atak and Mrs.
Aksoy in the current study. While Mr. Atak had
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12 years teaching experience, others had at least
30 years teaching experience. In other words,
Mrs. Erkan had 31 years, and Mrs. Ocak and
Mrs. Aksoy had 32 years teaching experience.
Experienced teachers were chosen as subjects
of the study with the following reasons: First
they have been teaching the topic, the national
curriculum determines that the volume of prism
is 8th grade topic. Second, parallel to their roles
stated in the mathematics curriculum, they tried
to enrich their lessons with different representa-
tions, using manipulative and technology, en-
courage students to make presentations, pre-
pare posters, etc., and link mathematics with daily
life.

Measuring Tools

To gather and triangulate data, the following
data collection tools were used: (1) A question-
naire on calculation the volume of prism; (2) in-
terviews following the questionnaire; (3) class-
room observations.

In order to understand the middle school
teachers’ SMK in terms of alternative solution
methods that they propose to calculate the vol-
ume of prism, the questionnaire consisted of 2
open-ended structured questions was used. It
was prepared by the researchers based on the
related literature (Battista and Clements 1996;
Ng 1998) in accordance with on the subjects
covered in the Turkish middle school mathemat-
ics curriculum. The questionnaire is provided in
Figure 1.

Both questions focused on calculating the
number of unit cubes which constitute the
square prism and the teachers were expected to
solve them using variety of solution methods.
Although it was asked to directly calculate the
volume of prism in the 1st question, the 2nd

question consisted of two phases, removing the
one layer from all faces of the prism and then
calculating the remained number of unit cubes.
Due to the fact that the content of the questions
were different, it was expected the teachers to
generate different solution methods to solve
them.

After administering the questionnaire, semi-
structured interviews were conducted with 4
middle school teachers in order to get in-depth
exploration on their SMK. During the interviews,
the middle school teachers explained their
solution methods in detail. According to
participants’ responses, additional questions
were asked as well. Example interview questions
asked were provided in Appendix.

Although interviews are the most commonly
used data collection tool in qualitative research,
Merriam (1998) stated that “observational data
represents a firsthand encounter with the
phenomenon of interest rather than a
secondhand account of the world obtained in
the interview” (p.94). Therefore, to obtain a
complete picture of the teachers’ SMK on the
alternative solution methods to calculate the
volume of prism, their teaching on the subject in
the classroom was observed. During the
observations, the important point that was the
solution methods that the teachers use while

Fig. 1. Questionnaire

Write down all the methods that you know which could be used to
calculate the number of unit cubes in the square prism.

Write down all the methods that you know which could be used to
calculate the number of unit cubes remain when one layer of unit cubes
is removed, as indicated with grey color in Figure B, from the all faces of
the square prism which is presented in Figure A?

Figure A

Figure B

Question 2.

Question 1.
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teaching the topic.  All observations and the
interviews were video-taped with the permission
of the participants.

Data Analysis

In this study, a constant comparative method
of data analysis was utilized. First, the codes
and categories derived from the literature
(Battista and Clements 1996), the participants’
statements, and our experiences with the data
were identified. Then the categories were
integrated based on their properties until the
categories reached saturation. In the next step
of the analysis, the consistency among the
categories and within their properties was
investigated. Lastly, the categories, which were
labeled based on the participants’ statements
and the related literature, were integrated to
create the themes. In order to ensure validity
and reliability of the study, the mathematics
educators discussed the codes, and the data
was coded by two coders. Later, their codes were
compared and discussed until reaching a total
consensus. At the end of this process, a final
coding scheme was created and presented in
Table 1.

Table 1: Knowledge of alternative solution
methods

Coding Meaning

Volume Multiplying the depth, the width and
  Formula the height of the prism Multiplying

the lengths of three edges
Multiplying area of the base of 3D
solids by its height

Systematic Counting cubes systematically,
  Counting attempting to count both inside and

outside cubes. He or she might, for
instance, count the cubes on all the
outside faces, and then attempt to
determine how many are in the
center

Layer Counting Counting the number of unit cubes in
one layer, and then multiplies this
number by the number of layers or
uses addition to obtain the total

Column/Row Counting the number of cubes in one
  Iteration row or column and uses skip-counting

In the next section, the main categories from
the questionnaire, interviews, and video
transcripts are explained while presenting the
findings of the study.

FINDINGS

In this study, the aim was to examine four
middle school teachers’ knowledge of alternative
solution methods that they develop to calculate
the volume of prisms. The analysis of the data
obtained from the questionnaire, semi-structured
interviews, and classroom observations revealed
that the four middle school teachers proposed
the following four alternative solution methods;
volume formula, systematic counting, layer
counting and column/row iteration. The
alternative solution methods that middle school
teachers stated for the each question were
summarized in Table 2.

Volume Formula

One of the solution methods that the middle
school teachers proposed to calculate the volume
of prisms was volume formula. Battista and
Clements (1996) defined volume formula as
multiplying the depth, the width and the height
of the prism. Based on the analysis of the data,
all the middle school teachers defined volume
formula in two ways: 1) multiplying the lengths
of three edges, 2) multiplying the area of the
base of the prism by its height.

As shown in Table 2, four teachers proposed
volume formula to calculate the volume of prisms.
As an example, Mrs. Erkan’s explanation for the
question 1 was presented below.

The bases and the height, namely the
volume could be calculated with the volume
formula. How is that done? It can be achieved
by counting the number of unit cubes in the
height and in the edges of bases or by finding
the volume from a x b x c. Or by saying the base
is a rectangle and [you] multiply the base with
the height [of the prism] to answer the question.

Based on the data gathered from classroom
observation, all the teachers frequently used the
volume formula method to calculate the volume
of prisms in their lessons. An example related to
using the volume formula method in the lesson
was presented in Mrs. Erkan’s lesson below:

What is the volume
of chock whose
shape is right
triangle prism in
the figure?

1.6 cm2 cm

1.2 cm

10 cm
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 Mrs. Erkan explained that to calculate the
volume of a prism, the base area of the prism and
its height are multiplied. Then she clarified that
the base of the prism is a right triangle with right
edges of 1.2 cm and 1.6 cm and the height of the
prism is 10 cm. Then she solved the problem as
follows:

V= the base area x the height

V= 0.96 x 4
V= 3. 84 cm3

Similar to Mrs. Erkan, other teachers applied
volume formula frequently in their lessons.

Systematic Counting

The analysis of the data revealed that 2 of
middle school teachers proposed systematic
counting method as an alternative method to
calculate the volume of prisms (Table 2). Battis-
ta and Clements (1996) defined the method as
“students counts cubes systematically, attempt-
ing to count both inside and outside cubes. He
or she might, for instance, count the cubes on
all the outside faces, and then attempt to deter-
mine how many are in the center.” (p. 263).

Mrs. Ocak and Mr. Atak emphasized the
systematic counting method to calculate the
volume of prisms. Both teachers explained that
if the prism was presented as in the question 1,
the unit cubes might be counted on both inside
and outside of the prism. Similarly, Mr. Atak
specified this method for the solution of
question 2 as presented below:

Now, do we count the cubes on the outer
faces? If we count them, here [the length of the
width, depth and height] lessened. The remind-

er of the cubes constitutes a rectangular prism.
The rest of the unit cubes could be counted one
by one.

Although 2 teachers generated systematic
counting method to calculate the volume of
prism, none of the teachers use this method in
their lessons.

Layer Counting

The analysis revealed that middle school
teachers stated layer counting method as another
alternative solution method to calculate the
volume. Similar to the volume formula and
systematic counting methods, Battista and
Clements (1996) explained layer counting as “the
student conceptualizes the set of cubes as forming
a rectangular array organized into layers.” (p. 263).
In other words, layer counting means counting
the number of unit cubes in one layer, and then
multiplying this number by the number of layers
or using addition to obtain the total.

As shown in Table 2, only two participants
(Mrs. Erkan and Mrs. Aksoy) proposed layer
counting method to solve question 1. Mrs.
Erkan’s explanation is presented below.

I thought that there are 16 unit cubes at the
bottom layer and there are 3 layers. For this rea-
son, the total could be calculated as 16+16+16.

Mrs. Erkan used this method to solve a
problem in her lesson.  She asked the students
how they would calculate the number of unit
cubes in the rectangular prism given in Figure 2.

 Students proposed to use the volume
formula method. Then Mrs. Erkan showed her
students different methods to calculate the
number of unit cubes. One of her method is given
in Figure 3:

Table 2: The solution methods proposed by the middle school teachers

Mrs. Erkan Mrs. Ocak Mr. Atak Mrs. Aksoy

Question 1 Volume Volume Volume Volume
formula formula formula formula

Layer Systematic Systematic Layer
counting counting counting counting
Coloum/Row Coloum/Row
ineration ineration

Question 2 Volume Volume Systematic Could not
formula formula counting develop any

correct method

 
4.

2
6.1x2.1V=
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Fig. 3. An example of using layer counting from
Mrs. Erkan’s lesson

On the other hand, although Mrs. Aksoy
referred to layer counting method during the
interview, she did not use this method in her
lesson. However, Mrs. Ocak and Mr. Atak did
not explain the layer counting method during
their lessons or the interviews.

Column/Row Iteration

The analysis of the data showed that middle
school teachers proposed column/row iteration
method as an alternative solution method to
calculate the volume of prisms. Similar to other
methods, this was also defined by Battista and
Clements (1996) as “students count the number
of cubes in one row or column and use skip-
counting (pointing to successive rows or
columns) to get total” (p.263).

Similar to the layer counting method, Mrs.
Erkan and Mrs. Aksoy emphasized the use of
the column/row iteration method only for
question 1 (Table 2). Below is the related vignette
from Mrs. Aksoy’s interview.

Fig. 2. An example from Mrs. Erkan’s lesson

4 x 2= 8 unit cubes (in one
layer)
Since there are 5 layers,
8 x 5= 40 unit cubes

4 x 2= 8 unit
cubes (in one
layer)

5 layers

4 unit cubes
in one row

 3      3      3      3 

The number of unit cubes in each row might
be counted. Namely, I thought that there are 4
unit cubes in each row (indicated in the Figure
4 with grey color). How many rows are there?
12 rows; 4 x 12= 48.

Fig. 4. Mrs. Aksoy’s explanation of example of
using column/row iteration

Another example of using column/row
iteration was explained by Mrs. Erkan as shown
in Figure 5:

There were 3 unit cubes here, 3 here, 3
here…[one is presented in the Figure 5 with
grey color]. Namely, it occurs by counting. It
was not 1,2,3; by counting 3 by 3

Fig. 5. Mrs. Erkan’s explanation of example of using
column/row iteration

Additionally, Mrs. Erkan focused on this
method to solve the question that she presented
in her lessons. As mentioned before, Mrs. Erkan
asked her students the number of unit cubes in
the rectangular prism given in Figure 2. As stated
above, the students solved the problem using a
volume formula, then Mrs. Erkan solved it using
the layer counting method. Moreover, Mrs. Erkan
solved the problem using the column/row
iteration method as follows:

Mrs. Erkan wrote the number of unit cubes in
each column by adding the previous one to obtain
the total.

 As with the layer counting method, Mrs.
Ocak and Mr. Atak did not refer to this method
to calculate the volume of prisms (Table 2).
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To summarize the analysis of the data, it
showed that the four middle school teachers
proposed the four following methods; volume
formula, systematic counting, layer counting and
column/row iteration. Although the first method
was indicated as a way of solving the problem in
the question 1 by all the teachers, systematic
counting was denoted by Mrs. Ocak and Mr.
Atak to solve questions 1 and 2. Layer counting
and column/row iteration methods were only
specified by Mrs. Erkan and Mrs. Aksoy for
solving question 1 (Fig. 6, Table 2).

DISCUSSION

Generating alternative solution methods to
the given questions is one of the dimensions of
teachers’ SMK that formed the basis of this
research study. The data analysis revealed that
middle school teachers could generate four
alternative solution methods to calculate the
volume of prisms. Of these methods, systematic
counting, layer counting and column/row
iteration were accepted as more complicated
than the volume formula. To generate these three
methods, it is necessary to know more than the
multiplication of three edges (Battista and
Clements 1996). For instance, to use layer
counting method, people should realize that a
prism is composed of the layers. Similarly, to use
column/row iteration method, it is necessary to
know that a prism formed by columns or rows
(Tekin-Sitrava and Isiksal-Bostan 2014). Based
on the analysis of the data gathered from
classroom observations, the teachers did not
use the solution methods, systematic counting,

layer counting and column/row iteration, during
teaching the volume of prisms in their lessons.
They only used the volume formula to calculate
the volume of prisms. This result is consistent
with the previous studies which concluded that
teachers relied on the usage of formula (Murphy
2012; Rizvi 2004). The reason for using volume
formula might be the teachers’ limited
understanding of the mathematical concepts
(Berenson et al. 1997). Since the teachers had
limited understanding of the topic, they would
not explain the alternative solution methods
(Murphy 2012; Simsek et al. 2012), such as layer
counting method, to their students and
furthermore, they might not encourage students
to use these methods even if they could generate
them. As a result, it could be concluded that
middle school teachers, who focused on using
formula, probably had a limited understanding
regarding the topic and were reliant on formulas
in their teaching.

Another important finding of this study is
related to the variety of alternative solution meth-
ods that middle school teachers generate. More
specifically, based on the analysis of the data,
the variety of alternative solution methods
changed with respect to the way that the re-
searchers asked the questions even if all the
questions were related to calculating the vol-
ume of prisms. Two questions were given to the
teachers to generate alternative solution meth-
ods to calculate the volume of prisms. In one of
the questions, teachers were expected to direct-
ly calculate the number of unit cubes of the prism
(Question 1). There was no extra challenge in
terms of solving this question and all the middle
school teachers were able to develop at least
two solution methods. This result could be in-
terpreted as the teachers could develop more
than one strategy to solve simple questions. In
other words, the middle school teachers did not
need broad SMK to use alternative solution
methods if the volume of prisms was asked di-
rectly. However, in another question, the teach-
ers were asked to calculate the number of unit
cubes of prism when one layer of unit cubes is
removed from all faces of prism (Question 2). Since
this question has two phases, removing the out-
er faces and then calculating the remained num-
ber of unit cubes, this question is more compli-
cated than the previous one. It was found that
the middle school teachers applied only one so-
lution method to solve this question. Two mid-

Fig. 6. An example of using column/row iteration
from Mrs. Erkan’s lesson

5       10      15      20 
25    30      35      40 
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dle school teachers used the volume formula, one
applied systematic counting method however,
one teacher was unable to solve the question
when one layer of unit cubes is removed from all
the faces of the prism. This result reveals that if
the question was a little complicated and the
teachers were not familiar with it, then the teach-
ers focused on using the volume formula.  The
reason for this might be that teachers had limited
knowledge of generating alternative solution
methods to solve complicated questions.

To sum up, teachers could develop alterna-
tive solution methods to calculate the volume of
prism during the interviews. However, they did
not use these methods in their lessons. The rea-
son for this contradiction might be that the mid-
dle school teachers lacked a deep knowledge of
the subject matter. As Lederman, Gess-News-
ome and Latz (1994) explained, teachers’ low level
of SMK influences their instructional decisions.
Therefore, the teachers would not be effective
in developing children’s understanding of a topic
by providing them different solution methods
(Murphy 2012). Due to the fact that the middle
school teachers did not provide alternative so-
lution methods to their students while they were
teaching the topic, it could be concluded that
their SMK was inadequate in terms of knowl-
edge of alternative solution methods.

CONCLUSION

The current study verified the argument in
the literature that teachers has no deep and suf-
ficient SMK. Teachers need to recognize that
just knowing and applying procedures or for-
mulas does not mean that they have a deep un-
derstanding of SMK for teaching mathematics.
In the current study, the middle school teachers
had limited SMK in terms of generating alterna-
tive solution methods. Generally, they did not
develop alternative solution methods to calcu-
late the volume of prisms while teaching the topic
during their lessons. Thus, the middle school
teachers might enroll in professional develop-
ment programs to help them develop their un-
derstanding of the volume of prisms and enrich
their knowledge of alternative solution methods
which could be used to solve the questions re-
lated to the volume of the prisms. The middle
school teachers in the current study had not
participated in any professional development
programs. However, participating in profession-

al development programs has several benefits
for the teachers such as; providing opportuni-
ties to develop the depth and breadth of their
mathematics content knowledge. In such pro-
grams, middle school teachers might study on
developing alternative solution methods to solve
variety of questions related to the volume of
prisms. Accordingly, they might share and dis-
cuss these methods with other teachers.

RECOMMENDATIONS

This study was a case study focusing on
only one dimension of teachers’ SMK that is
generating alternative solution methods to cal-
culate the volume of prisms. Therefore, further
research studies should be carried out to identi-
fy teachers’ SMK on other dimensions such as
explaining the reasons for learning and teaching
the volume of prisms, relating the topic within
mathematics and other disciplines, representing
mathematical ideas, and providing mathematical
explanations and procedures with their justifi-
cations. This type of research would provide a
larger picture of teachers’ SMK regarding the
volume of prisms. Moreover, future studies could
be conducted to investigate teachers’ SMK
about the other important areas of geometry,
such as geometric figures and their characteris-
tics and relation between them, coordinate ge-
ometry, and geometry transforms. This would
allow researchers to display the complete pic-
ture of middle school teachers’ knowledge of
geometry.

NOTE

1 This research is the part of the first author’s disser-
tation study.
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